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Abstract
In the current work characterization of thermal properties are find out to the prepared specimens of silicon filler hybrid composite
materials (silicon filler glass – fiber chop strand). The specimens were prepared by hand layup followed by compression molding
machine by non-heating molding technique. Thermal conductivity (K), Coefficient thermal expansion (CTE) and Thermal gravimetric
analysis (TGA) are found by composite slab method and by thermal muffler oven in a laboratory. The guard heater is used to supply heat
which is measured by voltmeter and ammeter. Thermocouples are placed between the interface of the copper plates and the specimen of
silicon filled hybrid polymer composite material (HPC), to read the temperatures. By the experimental readings it is found that the K of
silicon filler hybrid composite material directly proportional to the % of silicon fillers for the different trails. The CTE inversely varies
with % of silicon fillers and in thermal gravimetric analysis the failure of material takes place at 300°C for a time of 20 minutes and also
reduction in mass of silicon inserted hybrid composite material. From the results it has been concluded that the considerable enhance in
thermal conductivity with negligible decrease in CTE and increase in thermal resistivity of hybrid composite materials.
Keywords: Thermal conductivity (K), Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE), Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA), Silicon.

1. Introduction
The polymer composites are the solution for low density high
strength materials as compared to the metals and alloy metals.
Further the polymer composites found failure under variable
temperature conditions in different applications like military
weapons, medical instruments, Automobile sectors and
Aerospace body building etc. As a solution to this problem,
hybridisation of reinforcements is tried in the polymer
composites, known as hybrid polymer composites [HPC]. In
regular polymer composites by adding small percentage of filler
materials which will vary the overall thermal properties and try
to make hybrid polymer composites stable under variable
temperature conditions without altering the strength of polymer
composite materials.

1.1 Thermal Properties.
The following thermal properties, 1) Thermal conductivity, 2)
Coefficient of thermal expansion, and 3) Thermo gravimetric
analysis are found experimentally and specimens and
experimental setups are prepared as per the ASTM standards.
Thermal properties of any materials decides withstanding and
sustainability of that material under variable temperature
conditions it may be high temperature or low temperature.

Thermal Conductivity: The measurements of K carried out
under variable heat inputs at ATP condition. According to
ASTM E1530 circular slab type HPC specimen diameter 150
mm and thickness 5 mm to 10 mm are used as shown in figure 1.
A known value of heat is applied from one side of the composite
slab wait till the system reach steady state, the temperature of
each interface surfaces were measured by thermocouples.
Thermal conductivity determined by using one-dimensional
Fourier’s law of conduction equation. The conduction equation
can be stated as “The rate of heat conduction in a given direction
is proportional to the temperature gradient in that direction”.
This statement can be represented by equation
Q = - KA

dT
dX

=

- KA

(T1 – T2)
L

Where,
Q = Heat Supplied (W).
K = Thermal conductivity (W/m °C).
A = Area (m2).
L = Thickness of the HPC specimen (m).
T1= Temperature of lower interface surface of HPC
Specimen (°C).
T2= Temperature of upper interface surface of HPC
Specimen (°C).
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= Temperature gradient (°C/m).

Fig. 1: Thermal conductivity experimental set up

Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA): Thermo gravimetric
analysis is one of the method thermal analysis in which the
changes in physical and chemical properties of specimens
measured with reference to the increase in temperature. The
TGA test carried out to the square specimens of size 50mm x
50mm and thickness 5mm and 10mm. The TGA tests were
performed over the temperature range of 30°C to 300°C using
temperature controlled muffle furnace. Specimens heated from
room temperature to 300ºC in the muffler furnace and kept at
300°C for 20 minutes. After heating specimens check for
decompose of hybrid polymer composites and % of loss material
in weight is calculated. Figure 3a shows specimen before TGA
test and figure 3b shows the decomposed specimen after TGA
test.

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE): Most solid
materials expand by heating and contract when cooled. Thermal
expansion is a property of a material is indicative of the extent to
which a material expands upon heating. The change in length
with temperature for a solid material may be expressed as
follows
l f – l0
l0

= α1 (Tf – T0)
Fig. 3a: Specimen before TGA Test Fig. 3b: Specimen after TG Test

Δl
l0

= α1 ΔT

2. Method to Prepare Hybrid Polymer
Composites

Where,
lo = Initial length
lf = Final length
To = Initial temperature
Tf = Final temperature
α1 = linear coefficient of thermal expansion
The CTE test conducted to HPC specimens had length 90mm
and thickness 5mm & 10mm. The CTE tests were done for the
temperature range of 25ºC to 90ºC using temperature controlled
muffler furnace. The HPC specimens heated from room
temperature to 90°C in the muffler furnace and kept at 90°C for
10 minute. CTE calculated by
α1 =

Δl
ΔT l0

Where,
α1 = Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (1/ °C)
l0 = Original length of the (mm)
ΔT = Temperature change (°C)
Δl= Change in length of the sample (mm)

Machine moulding is used to prepare hybrid polymer
composites by hand layup method. Mould box is prepared as per
the size of the HPC with the proper mixture of resin hardener
and filler particles pasted on glass fiber layups then pressure
applied on mould by using SANTAC compression moulding
machine allowed cure for 24 hours under normal atmospheric
conditions. This method of preparing hybrid polymer
composites is the simplest and economical than other methods.

A. Specimen Compositions
The different specimens with material compositions are given
below in table I, 5 mm thickness (GE5) and 10 mm thickness
specimens (GE10).
Table I: Designation of Hybrid Polymer Composite Materials
Weight Quantity in Grams
E-Glass
Epoxy
Silicon
Hardener
Fiber
Resin
GE5
0
342
303.75
33.75
GE5SI5
16.87
342
288.567
32.063
GE5SI10
33.75
342
273.375
30.375
GE10
0
684
607.75
67.5
GE10SI5
33.75
684
577.125
64.125
GE10SI10
67.5
684
546.75
60.75
Material
Designation

3. Results and Discussion
Characterization of thermal properties K, CTE, and TGA for
different composition hybrid polymer composite materials are
shown in tables II-IV and their variations with respect to
different specimens are shown in figures 4-6 respectively.

3.1 Thermal Conductivity
Fig. 2a: Specimen before CTE Test

Fig. 2b: Specimen after CTE Test

Thermal conductivity of hybrid polymer composite (HPC) of 10%
SiC filler gives the maximum value of 0.1687 W/m °C for 5 mm
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thickness HPC material and 0.1976 W/m °C for 10 mm
thickness HPC material. In figure 4 it shows that the thermal
conductivity value increases as the percentage of silicon filler
material increases.
Table Ii: Comparison of Thermal Conductivity
Hybrid Polymer Composite
Thermal conductivity
material (HPC)
(W/m °C)
GE5
0.1194
GE5SI5
0.1432
GE5SI10
0.1687
GE10
0.1773
GE10SI5
0.1887
GE10SI10
0.1976

Fig. 4: Comparison of Thermal Conductivity of HPC materials

B. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE)
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion of hybrid polymer composite
[HPC] of 10% SiC filler gives the minimum value of 6.36 x 10-6
/°C for 5 mm thickness HPC material and 5.44 x 10-6 /°C for 10
mm thickness HPC material. As the percentage of silicon filler
material increases the coefficient of thermal expansion decreases
for both 5 mm and 10 mm thickness HPC specimens. The
thermal conductivity of silicon is greater than that of epoxy resin
hence the coefficient of thermal expansion of hybrid polymer
composite decreases with increase in percentage of silicon.

C. Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA):
From Thermo gravimetric analysis test it has been observed that
the percentage weight loss of HPC material is more for 10% SiC
filler material and less for 5% SiC filler material. Figure 6 shows
in Thermo Gravimetric Analysis test the percentage of weight
loss is more in 5mm thickness HPC material as compared to 10
mm thickness HPC material. High percentage of weight loss
indicates that the high decompose of HPC materials occurs
which gives an exact temperature up to which the failure of HPC
materials takes place.
The TGA test conducted at temperature 300°C which is higher
than the glass transition temperature (GST) of epoxy resin,
thermal conductivity of silicon is higher than glass fiber and
epoxy resin which causes the hybrid polymer composite sustain
higher temperature than that of glass transition temperature of
polymers, hence individually there is no effect of various
percentage addition of glass fiber and silicon on glass transition
temperature of epoxy resin, GST of hybrid polymer composite
improves as compared to neat polymer composites. High
thermal conductivity of silicon cause the higher weight loss of
Si inserted samples it is increasing with increase in Si content
because GST of polymers much less than sustainable
temperature of HPC (300°C).
Table IV: Comparison of % Weight Loss in Material (TGA)
Hybrid Polymer Composite material
% Weight loss
GE5
6.67
GE5SI5
8.33
GE5SI10
9.375
GE10
2.33
GE10SI5
3.22
GE10SI10
4.65

Table Iii: Comparison of Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE)
Hybrid Polymer Composite
Coefficient of Thermal
material (HPC)
Expansion (/ °C)
GE5
9.1 x 10-6
GE5SI5
8.18 x 10-6
GE5SI10
6.36 x 10-6
GE10
7.2423 x 10-6
GE10SI5
6.36 x 10-6
GE10SI10
5.44 x 10-6
Fig. 6: Comparison of Percentage of Weight Loss of HPC Materials

4. Conclusions

Fig. 5: Comparison of Coefficient of Thermal Expansion of Hybrid
Polymer Composite Materials

Thermal conductivity of hybrid polymer composite materials
increases as the percentage of SiC filler material increases and
as thickness of specimen increases the thermal conductivity also
increases. The coefficient of thermal expansion decreases as the
percentage of filler material SiC increases. By Thermo
gravimetric analysis it shows that the specimens gets
decomposed around 275°C to 280°C. The loss of weight also
observed during decomposition of specimens, it varies from
2.33% to 9.375%. The percentage weight loss increases as the
percentage of filler material SiC increases. With the above
results it is concluded that hybrid polymer composite materials
can withstand high temperatures up to 300°C. Silicon can be
used as filler material in GFER composites successfully.
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